
Case Study

DANCE.LAB 
Vienna

Project data

Name: DANCE.LAB

Town: Vienna, Austria 

Project type:
Floor installation for a 
multipurpose dance studio

Products:
100m² of Harlequin Flexity 
sprung floor and Harlequin 
Reversible Pro vinyl

Overview
Four young and ambitious dance teachers founded DANCE.LAB 
in the Austrian capital with the aim to give access to performing 

arts training to anyone who is interested, no matter their age. 

This is why everyone is welcome at DANCE.LAB and the course 
programme is just as varied as the students: Aside from dance 

classes, members can also take singing and acting lessons. 

 

 
 

Our Harlequin floor is 
perfect for our students 
and allows them to find 
their style.
Petra Böhm
Studio director
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Case Study 

DANCE.LAB
Vienna
Requirements
A number of different dance types are taught at the studio and the rooms 
are also used for fitness workshops, seminars, photo shoots and events, 
therefore the dance floor needed to be multi-functional and resilient.

Installation
Ballet, hip hop, tap, lyrical, jazz, acrobatics and modern dance 
classes are just a few examples of the varied DANCE.LAB 
curriculum. In order to provide the best injury protection for 
students and teachers across all the different dance styles,   
a sprung floor was installed in the studio.

Sprung floors reduce the risk of an injury through impact 
or from longer-term stress on muscles and joints by              
gently softening landings and returning energy to the           
body in a controlled manner. For DANCE.LAB, the           
Harlequin Flexity panel system was chosen due to
its flexibility of use and uncomplicated installation.

The durable Harlequin Reversible Pro performance 
vinyl was installed on the surface to finish the 
studio with a smooth dance surface which 
provides a good level of grip. It is equally 
suitable for dancers who wear trainers, ballet            
slippers or who dance with bare feet.           

For further information, advice 
and samples please contact us on
+61 (2) 9620 7770 or 
auscontact@harlequinfloors.com

Product choice

Harlequin Reversible Pro Dance Vinyl 
a comfortable surface for many 

different dance types which has the 
right grip and feel

Single density pads 
Birch plywood 
stained black

not to scale

Harlequin Flexity sprung floor 
a flexible panel system which 
can be used in permanent or 

semi-permanent settings




